The U.S. Model 1861 Springfield Rifle - Musket.... #Book-US1861
by Daniel Hartler, James Whisker, and Larry Yantz
This is the study of 20 different eagle stamps on 1861 Springfield
barrels that were manufactured with specific locks, along with inspector’s marks, Federal proofs and cartouche stamps. This volume clearly
illustrates the correct model parts. 192 pages.
#Book-US1861 U.S. 1861 Springfield Rifle - Musket only $55.00

Carbines of the U.S. Cavalry......................................#Book-CUSC
by John D. McAulay
This book covers the entire period stretching from the beginning
of the Civil War to the end of the cavalry carbine era in 1905. These
carbines played pivotal roles in some of the most exciting episodes
in American history, including the Civil War, the Indian Campaigns,
Custer’s Last Stand, the Rough Riders in Cuba, and the Boxer Rebellion. Hard cover, 144 pages.
#Book-CUSC
Carbines of the U. S. Cavalry
only $35.00

U.S. Sharpshooters, Berdan’s Civil War Elite...#Book-USSBCWE
by Roy Marcot
This beautifully illustrated book tells the story of Colonel Hirem Berdan’s U.S. Sharpshooters, an elite unit of marksmen that was formed
on the eve of the Civil War. The unit was unique in its green uniforms
and variety of target rifles and sharps breech loaders, as well as its
tactics. The book features original photographs as well as images of
artifacts, guns, and equipment. Hard cover, with 128 pages.
#Book-USSBCWE
U.S. Sharpshooters
only $26.99

Carbines of the Civil War, 1861-1865.......................... #Book-CCW
by John D. McAulay
This volume covers the best known carbines which were produced
by the United States Government for use by their troops during the Civil
War. Includes patent drawings and the patent papers are quoted from
freely, in covering each of the 19 guns listed. Each chapter contains
a listing of procurement by months, beginning in April, 1861, ending
with June, 1865. Soft bound, with 128 pages.
#Book-CCW
Carbines of the Civil War
only $13.99

Sharpshooter......................................................... #Book-SHBFSS
Hiram Berdan, his famous Sharpshooters and their Sharps Rifles
by Wiley Sword
This story of the United States Sharpshooters begins with the
inspired inventor who founded and commanded the famous unit,
his handpicked soldiers who manned the ranks, and the innovative
weapon, that they used with precision. No unit of the Civil War served
with more effect, or won more renown, than Berdan’s Sharpshooters.
Hard cover, 7 x 10” volume of 96 pages.
#Book-SHBFSS Hiram Berdan, Sharpshooter
only $21.99

The Historic Henry Rifle............................................... #Book-HHR
Oliver Winchester’s Famous Civil War Repeater
by Wiley Sword
It was perhaps the most important firearm of its era, the Henry Rifle
became the forerunner of the famous line of Winchester Repeating
Rifles that “Won the West.” To the amazed muzzleloader-armed Confederates who had to face this deadly “sixteen shooter,” it was “that
damned Yankee rifle that was loaded on Sunday and fired all week.”
Here is the fascinating story from the frustrations of early sales efforts
aimed at the government, to the inspired purchase of the Henry Rifle
by veteran soldiers who wanted the best weapon, no matter how high
the cost. Soft cover, 104 pages.
#Book-HHR
Historic Henry Rifle
only $25.50

Civil War Sharps Carbines & Rifles....................... #Book-CWSCR
by Earl J. Coates & John D. McAulay
The single shot breech-loading Sharps rifle and carbine remained
in active military service for a twenty year period from the early 1850’s
until about 1874.
The first part of this book covers the military history of the Sharps in
both U.S. and Confederate Service. The second part covers over 4,000
Sharps rifles and carbines serial numbers taken from the regimental
company order books. Soft cover, with 108 pages.
#Book-CWSCR Civil War Sharps Carbines & Rifles only $10.99

The Henry Rifle..............................................................#Book-THR
Story of Benjamin Tyler Henry and his famed Repeating Rifle
by Les Quick
Although the Henry rifle was the technical marvel of its age, many
American military minds doubted whether the average mid-nineteenth
century soldier could effectively operate it, and as a result the new rifle
saw only limited purchase and use during the Civil War. Yet it quickly
became a legend, and these revolutionary rifles that one could “load
on Sunday and shoot all week” acquitted themselves very well on the
battlefield. This book gives a detailed history of the Henry rifle and its
inventor B. Tyler Henry. Chapters, on barrels and markings, actions,
sights, serial numbers, a real collector’s book. Hard Cover 9” x 11-1/4”
format, full color photos, 239 pages
#Book-THR
The Henry Rifle
only $89.99

The Gatling Gun Notebook
by James B. Hughes.....................................................#Book-GGN
The data and illustrations were taken from contemporary
sources published in the United States and Europe. Most illustrations are over 100 years old. The author has taken every
effort to use only antique drawings in the illustration of this book.
Softbound, 7 x 10”, 148 pages, filled with numerous illustrations.
#Book-GGN
The Gatling Gun Notebook
only $19.99
Freund & Bro. Pioneer Gunmaker to the West......#Book-FBPGW
by F.J. “Pablo” Balentine
In the years after the Civil War, Frank and George Freund followed
the tracks of the Union Pacific ever westward, altering Sharps rifles
and other breechloaders with their patented improvements and sights,
and becoming gumaking legends along the way. Hard cover 8-1/2 x
11” format, with 400 pages.
#Book-FBPGW Freund & Bro, Pioneer Gunmakers only $62.50

Spencer Repeating Firearms........................................#Book-SRF
by Roy M. Marcot
This is more than just a gun book about one of the most famous
rifles of the Civil War, it is also a biography of C.M. Spenser, on of the
most important mechanical inventors of the 19th century. The book
describes, in word and pictures, the development and use of the first
effective repeating breech loading military rifle. Also covered are
spencer’s other firearms including the Roper rifles and shotguns and
pump-action Spencer sporting shotgun. Hard cover 8-1/2 x 11” format
with 316 pages. and lots of photographs.
#Book-SRF
Spencer Repeating Firearms
only $64.00
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